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 It also have two set of keys: I and O to jump and B and A to move. The bot doesn't need to be precise with input, but it need to
have enough understanding of the AI of the game in order to keep track of enemies and watch where they are. The bot is

designed for a game that is known to not have to much AI. However, if the bot get a lot of enemies, it will need to have good
reflexes. We made this bot with the intention of making it fast and twitchy, so you don't have to be precise to enjoy the game.

Code: 4 the bot battle This is a battle between a bot and a NPC. The bot fight a boss in a city. It was a test to see how good a bot
can be, if he can handle a battle against a boss NPC. This was not only a test on the bot, but also on my AI implementation. I

was the AI, so I needed to know how good I am at being a boss. The boss uses attacks that have some delay, and is slow enough
that you can hook around him. I have worked on a different AI system for the bot, and I am happy to say that it is almost

perfect. Ai vs NPC - Boss The NPC are enemies in the game. NPC won't be encountered during the early part of the game, but
they will become a bigger threat later on. The NPC are scripted. For the early part of the game, I try not to make them too hard
to handle for the bot. I don't want the bot to become too powerful, so it can't handle them until the later part of the game. I have
implemented AI for the NPC in three different systems. In the first system, I made the NPC move randomly and fight the bot
with a damage buff. The bot can attack the NPC, and a health bar will be implemented later in the game. The NPC AI wasn't
good at first, but improved as I implemented damage and health bars. The second system is a simple AI system that allows the

NPC to be scripted, and will force the NPC to use certain attacks. The attacks can be chained, but it is easier for the NPC to use
a chained attack. The third system is based on the second system, but the NPC's AI have been improved. It will ignore some

attacks, and come at you faster than before. The NPC's movement 520fdb1ae7
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